XVIII INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
ON SOLID STATE DOSIMETRY
September 24 – 28, 2018, Oaxaca, Oaxaca, MEXICO
Dear Colleague,

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I take pleasure in inviting you to participate in the XVIII
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SOLID STATE DOSIMETRY, (ISSSD2018) which will be held at
the “Universidad Autonoma Benito Juarez de Oaxaca” (UABJO) from 24 to 28 September, 2018. The
event is organized jointly by the Mexican Society for Irradiation and Dosimetry (SMID) and the
Autonomous Metropolitan University-Campus Iztapalapa (UAM-I).
Authors wishing to present a paper at the ISSSD2018 are invited to submit an abstract. The deadline
for abstracts is approaching. Authors only have until June 30th to submit an abstract for
consideration in the symposium.
Refreshment courses “Dosimetría de estado sólido aplicada a física médica”, “Física de las nuevas
modalidades en radiodiagnóstico”, “Protección radiológica en radiodiagnóstico” and “Introducción al
Método Monte Carlo y al Código MCNP” will be given during the symposium, and have final program
with outstanding speakers. Courses will be very comprehensive and will cover most of solid state
dosimetry methods and its applications. Instructions and further information can be found on the web
site: http://smid.org.mx
The conference poster and flyer can be downloaded from the ISSSD2018 web site. Please, could you
distribute a soft version of the poster and flyer among your colleagues who were not included in this
email?
Participants who require an entry VISA for Mexico should apply in advance. A letter of support will be
provided if required.
Special focus at the ISSSD2018 and refreshment courses will be Dosimetry for Medical Physics along
with traditional topics. We would like to encourage strong participation of medical physicists and
physicians.
The homepage of ISSSD2018 is constantly being updated. Please check the website.
The Organizing Committee is working hard to make outstanding ISSSD2018 and your pleasant and
enjoyable stay in Oaxaca, Mexico. Please do not hesitate to contact ISSSD2018 Secretariat
fotm@xanum.uam.mx or me directly azorin@xanum.uam.mx if any questions and requests.
We look forward to seeing you in Mexico, and to having an interesting and productive ISSSD2018

Yours sincerely
Professor Juan Azorin
Prof. Juan Azorín Nieto
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Iztapalapa
Departamento de Física, Lab. T-362
Av. San Rafael Atlixco 186 Col. Vicentina
09340 México D.F. MEXICO
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